Biological evolution generates a surprising amount of site-specific variability in protein sequences. Yet attempts at modeling this process have been only moderately successful, and current models based on protein structural metrics explain, at best, 60% of the observed variation. Surprisingly, simple measures of protein structure, such as solvent accessibility, are often better predictors of site-specific variability than more complex models employing all-atom energy functions and detailed structural modeling. We suggest here that these more complex models perform poorly because they lack consideration of the evolutionary process that is in part captured by the simpler metrics. We compare protein sequences that are computationally designed to sequences that are computationally evolved using the same protein-design energy function and to homologous natural sequences. We find that by a wide variety of metrics, evolved sequences are much more similar to natural sequences than are designed sequences. In particular, designed sequences are too variable in the protein core relative to natural sequences whereas evolved sequences are not. We attribute these differences to the context-dependent nature of the substitution process under evolution. The substitution of a specific amino acid is often not possible due to conflicts with the surrounding sequence background, even if wholesale rearrangements of many amino acids in the sequence could be made to accommodate the specific change. In aggregate, thus, the observation in natural sequences that buried sites are much more conserved than exposed sites may not primarily be driven by global thermodynamic constraints imposed by the protein structure but rather by the entrenchment of specific amino acids in the context of their surrounding sequence and structural background.
Introduction each structure, Ramsey et al. (2011) had also assembled align-107 ments of homologous sequences containing at least 50 sequences 108 each. Table S1 lists the protein data bank identifier (PDB ID) for 109 each of the template structures and the number of homologous 110 sequences available in the respective alignment.
111
Generation of protein sequences 112 For each of the 38 protein structures, we computationally gener-113 ated alignments of 500 variant sequences both via protein design 114 and via protein evolution. In all cases, we first minimized the 115 structures with Rosetta (Leaver-Fay et al. 2011) to insure that 116 any changes in stability during the evolutionary simulations is 117 was due to the introduced mutations rather than to repacking of 118 amino-acid side chains. 119 For protein design, we used the fixed-backbone method im-120 plemented in RosettaDesign (Kuhlman et al. 2003) . This method 121 only allows for movement of the side chains, while the backbone 122 is held fixed. The following command was used: To calculate stabilities for proteins during simulated evolution, we used the get_fa_scorefxn function in the PyRosetta (Chaudhury et al. 2010) , and interpreted its result as the stability ∆G of each proposed mutation. To convert protein stability into fitness, we use a soft-threshold model (Chen and Shakhnovich 2009; Wylie and Shakhnovich 2011; Serohijos et al. 2012) , where the fitness f i of a protein i with stability ∆G i is given by
Here, β is the inverse temperature, ∆G i is the stability of the 139 mutant protein, and ∆G thresh is the stability value at which fit-140 ness has declined to 50% of its maximum. For the majority of 141 our simulations, we set ∆G thresh to the average score obtained 142 for the proteins designed on the same template structure. This 143 was done to insure that proteins generated by the evolutionary 144 model have similar stabilities as those produced by the design 145 method. In an additional set of simulations, we set ∆G thresh 146 to the maximum score (i.e., corresponding to the least stable 147 protein) obtained for the designed proteins.
148
To calculate the probability of fixation of a new mutation, we first log-transform fitness,
We then calculate the probability of fixation of a new mutation j in a background population of genotypes i as
where N e is the effective population size. In all simulations, we set N e = 100 and β = 1, and we ran each simulation until 5000 150 substitutions had occurred.
151

Data analysis
Site-specific variability and amino acid distributions: We separately aligned the 500 resulting sequences produced by each method for each of the 38 structures. To quantify the variability of sites in these alignments, we calculated the site entropy
where p ij is the frequency of amino acid j at column i in the alignment. Exponentiating H i , we obtain the effective number of amino acids, n eff = exp (H i ).
This number falls between 1 and 20 and can be interpreted as 153 the number of different amino-acid types present at a given site.
154
To compare an amino-acid distribution to a reference distribution (e.g., to compare the amino-acid distribution of designed sequences to that of natural sequences), we used the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence, defined as
Here q ij is the frequency of amino acid j in column i of the 155 sequence alignment to compare, and p ij is the relative frequency 156 in the reference alignment. If any q ij or p ij were zero, we added mum ASA value for a given amino acid to obtain RSA (Tien et al.
170
2013). Residues at sites with higher RSA have a larger part of 171 the residue's surface exposed to solvent and are generally closer 172 to the protein's surface while residues with lower RSA are closer 173 to protein's core. We defined sites with RSA ≤ 0.05 as buried 174 sites and sites with RSA > 0.05 as exposed.
175
Packing density: We estimated residue packing density via the side-chain weighted contact number (WCN), defined as
where i indicates the focal residue, r ij is the distance between 176 the geometric centers of the side chains of the focal residue i and 177 of residue j, and the sum runs over all residues j in the protein. Table S1 ). We found that the sequence di-222 vergence in the simulated alignments was comparable to that 223 of the natural sequences, even though divergence in designed 224 sequences was somewhat larger than divergence in evolved 225 sequences ( Figure 1 ).
226
Amino-acid distributions 227 We first compared the overall amino-acid frequencies between 228 natural and simulated sequences ( Figure S1 ), because prior work 229 comparing designed sequences to the same alignments of natu-230 ral sequences had shown significant discrepancies, in particular 231 for hydrophobic residues in buried sites (Jackson et al. 2013) .
232
We found that these discrepancies had mostly disappeared in 233 our newly generated dataset. This difference may be due to an discrepancy for Lysine, in that it was much more prevalent at 238 exposed sites in designed sequences than in natural sequences.
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Notably, there were only minor differences in amino-acid fre-240 quencies between evolved sequences and natural sequences. In For natural sequences, we considered the sequence of the focal protein structure as the starting sequence template. The mean sequence divergence was higher in designed sequences than in both evolved (paired t-test, p < 2.2 × 10 −16 ) and natural (paired t-test, p = 5.58 × 10 −13 ) sequences, but it was comparable between evolved and natural sequences (paired t-test, p = 0.37).
While the analysis of aggregate amino-acid frequencies is 245 useful as a first sanity check, it does not address whether either 246 simulation approach places the correct amino acids at individual 247 sites. Therefore, we next calculated the average Kullback-Leibler 248 (KL) divergence for each protein, which quantifies the extent 249 to which site-specific amino-acid distributions of simulated se-250 quences are comparable to those of natural sequences. The lower 251 the KL divergence, the more similar the distributions. As a con-252 trol, we compared natural sequence to themselves, by randomly 253 dividing each alignment into two groups and then comparing 254 one to the other. We found that the evolutionary simulation 255 produced sequences that were more similar to natural sequences 256 than were the designed sequences (paired t-test, p < 2.2 × 10 −16 , Mean effective number of amino acids for designed, evolved, and natural sequences. Evolved and natural sequences had comparable mean effective numbers of amino acids (paired t-test, p = 0.68) whereas designed sequences had significantly lower mean effective numbers (paired ttest, p < 2.2 × 10 −16 ). One exception was chain D of the Sfi1p/Cdc31p complex (PDB ID: 2GV5, outlying data point in the boxplot for evolved sequences), for which evolutionary simulation yielded a much smaller mean effective number of amino acids relative to all other cases.
Just because two alignments have a comparable mean n eff 278 does not mean that the same sites are more variable or more 279 conserved in the two alignments. Therefore, we next calculated 280 the correlations between n eff among alignments generated by 281 different methods (designed sequences, evolved sequences, nat-282 ural sequences). We found that the correlations in site variability 283 between evolved and natural sequences were much higher than 284 those between designed and natural sequences ( Figure 4 ). The 285 former were all positive and ranged between ∼ 0.2 and 0.7, 286 whereas the latter did not exceed ∼ 0.3 and several fell below 287 zero. Thus variable and conserved sites in evolved sequences 288 tend to coincide with the same types of sites in natural sequence 289 alignments, but the same is not true for designed sequences. 
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We found here again that site variability in designed proteins 304 did not appreciably correlate with relative solvent accessibility 305 (RSA) ( Figure 5 ). Correlations between n eff and RSA ranged 306 between −0.2 and 0.2. In comparison, for natural sequences 307 these correlations fell mostly between 0.2 and 0.6. For evolved 308 sequences, we observed even higher correlations, with most 309 values falling between 0.5 and 0.7 ( Figure 5 ). Results were simi- Spearman correlations between RSA and n eff for designed, evolved, and natural sequences. Correlations for designed sequences were significantly lower than for natural sequences (paired t-test, p = 1.5 × 10 −14 ). By contrast, correlations for evolved sequences were significantly higher than for natural sequences (paired t-test, p = 6.48 × 10 −12 ). The individual correlation coefficients for each structure are shown in Figure S2 .
One potential caveat to these findings is that designed and 313 evolved sequences may fall into a different range of thermody-314 namic stability, assessed in our model via the Rosetta score. In-315 deed, even though we calibrated the stability threshold ∆G thresh 316 used during evolution to the mean stability for proteins designed 317 to the same template (see Methods), we found that evolved pro-318 teins generally had a narrower range of stabilities than designed 319 proteins and were, on average, more stable ( Figure S3 ). In prin-320 ciple, these differences in stability distributions could be the 321 cause for the other observed differences between designed and 322 evolved sequences. 323 We addressed this caveat in two ways. First, we generated 324 alignment subsets for each template structure such that each 325 designed sequence retained in an alignment was matched one-326 to-one to a unique evolved sequence with comparable stabil-327 ity score and homologous structure. This procedure yielded 328 near-identical stability distributions in most cases ( Figure S4) . 329 Yet the observed pattern of RSA-n eff correlations was virtually 330 unchanged from that in the original dataset ( Figure S5A ). Sec-331 ond, for five arbitrarily chosen structures, we ran evolutionary 332 simulations where we used the stability of the least stable de-333 signed structure (i.e., the maximum observed score among the 334 designed structures) as stability threshold value. In those sim-335 ulations, evolved structures were indeed much less stable than 336 before ( Figure S6 ). Yet again, there was virtually no change in 337 the observed pattern of RSA-n eff correlations ( Figure S5B ).
338
Evolving designed sequences 339 To recap, we have found that by any metric considered, evolved 340 sequence alignment looked much more realistic than designed Figure 6 Comparison between designed sequences and sequences evolved from design. (A) Mean Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence of designed, evolved from design, and natural sequences. The KL divergence was lower for evolved from design sequences than for designed sequences (paired t-test, p = 2.57 × 10 −6 ). (B) Mean effective number of amino acids for designed, evolved from design, and natural sequences. The mean effective number n eff was higher for evolved from design sequences than for designed sequences (paired t-test, p = 1.91 × 10 −5 ) (C) Spearman correlations of n eff between natural and evolved from design sequences and natural and designed sequences. Each dot represents one correlation coefficient value for one protein. Correlations with n eff from natural sequences were significantly higher for n eff from evolved from design sequences than for n eff from designed sequences (paired t-test, p = 6.23 × 10 −5 ). (D) Spearman correlations between site entropy and RSA of designed, evolved from design, and natural sequences. Correlations were significantly higher for evolved from design sequences than designed sequences (paired t-test, p = 1.7 × 10 −7 ), however correlations for evolved from design and natural sequences were comparable (paired t-test, p = 0.62). Spearman correlations between n eff for natural sequences and n eff for simulated sequences values versus Spearman correlations between n eff for natural sequences structural measures RSA (A), (B), (C) or iWCN (D), (E), (F). These comparisons allow us to asses whether n eff in natural sequences correlates better with n eff in simulated sequences or with structural measures. We find that evolved sequences perform similarly to RSA and iWCN, but designed sequences do not.
sequence alignments. Further, we have seen that these differ- but adds evolutionary constraints as well. We then compared 406 these simulated alignments to homologous alignments of nat-407 ural sequences. We found that sequences generated by simu-408 lated evolution displayed site-specific variation quite similar to 409 that of natural sequences, whereas patterns of variation were 410 substantially different in designed sequences. Our evolved se-411 quences also showed correlations between sequence variation 412 and residue burial or packing similar to that of natural sequences, 413 whereas the designed sequences did not. Finally, by simulating 414 additional evolution with designed sequences as starting points, 415 we demonstrated that the improvements in site-variabilty met- .
441
Nevertheless, one would expect that the sequence variability 442 in particular at buried sites is determined by thermodynamic 443 constraints imposed through the protein structure, and that these 444 constraints are substantially similar for designed and evolved 445 sequences. Instead, what seems to be happening is that the 446 same constraints are much more limiting for single amino-acid 447 replacements than for the wholesale replacement of many amino-448 acids in the structure at the same time. As a consequence, the 449 most buried sites, which experience the strongest structural Table S1 PDB structures used in this study. For each structure, we show the PDB identifier ("PDB ID"), the chain, the length of the corresponding sequence in amino acids, and the number of sequences in the alignment of homologous natural sequences ("alignment size"). Structures that were subjected to the additional "evolved from design" protocol are highlighted in bold. 
PDB ID
B I V L F C M A G T S W Y P H E Q D N K R Amino
Figure S3
Density distributions of scores calculated from designed and evolved structures. The evolved structures were evolved using the mean score from the designed structures as the threshold value G thresh . On average, evolved structures occupied a narrower range of stability scores and were more stable than designed structures.
Figure S4
Density distributions of scores calculated from designed and evolved structures after a subset of designed structures was matched to evolved structures with most similar scores. In most cases, the matching produced distributions that were very similar or nearly identical. Notable exceptions were 1RII_A, 1W7W_B, 1XTD_A, and 2CFE_A. Fig. S3 for score distributions before matching and Fig. S4 for score distributions after matching. Evolved sequences had significantly higher correlations than designed sequences (paired t-test, p = 2.2 × 10 −16 ). (B) Spearman correlations between RSA and n eff for five proteins (1B4T_A, 1EFV_B, 1GV3_A, 1HUR_A, 1KY2_A) for which we reran the evolutionary simulations using the maximum (least stable) score from protein design as the threshold value G thresh . Shown are the distributions of correlation coefficients for the designed proteins, the proteins evolved using the mean score as threshold value, and the proteins evolved using the maximum score as threshold value. The score distributions from the latter simulations are shown in Fig. S6 . Sequences evolved with either threshold value had significantly higher correlations than designed sequences (paired t-test, p = 2.34 × 10 −6 and p = 3.4 × 10 −6 , respectively). There was no detectable difference in correlation strengths between the two datasets of evolved sequences (paired t-test, p = 0.36).
Figure S6
Density distribution of scores calculated from designed and evolved structures. The evolved structures were evolved with the maximum score from the designed structures used as the threshold value G thresh .
designed evolved from design evolved natural 0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% Mean sequence divergence Figure S7 Mean sequence divergence from the starting sequence template in designed, evolved from designed, evolved, and natural sequences. Results are shown only for the 10 structures subjected to the additional "evolved from design" protocol (see Table S1). Designed and evolved-from-design sequences had significantly higher mean sequence divergence than natural sequences (p = 0.00014 and p = 0.00018, respectively, paired t-tests). However, designed sequences also had significantly higher mean sequence divergence than evolved-from-design sequences (paired t-test, p = 0.0019).
